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Let a : 0 4 A + B + R + 0 be the Auslander-Reiten sequence for the trivial module R over a 
group algebra RG. Auslander and Carlson characterized RG-modules M which have the 
property that the tensor product M CQ a is, up to projective summands, the Auslander-Reiten 
sequence for M. In this paper, we look at the tensor product of an arbitrary Auslander-Reiten 
sequence with a module, and we give a generalization of the result of Auslander and Carlson. 
1. Introduction 
Let G be a finite group, and let R be either a field of characteristic p > 0 or a 
complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero whose residue class field 
R/m has characteristic p. Let M be an indecomposable RG-lattice such that the 
R/m-dimension of End,,(M)/Rad(End,,(M)) is 1. Auslander and Carlson 
showed that the Auslander-Reiten sequence for the trivial RG-module R, when 
tensored with M, yields the Auslander-Reiten sequence ending with M (up to a 
projective summand) if and only if p does not divide the R-rank of M, see [2, 
Theorems 3.6 and 4.61. In case R = K is a field, this result also follows by using 
Benson-Parker’s inner product on the Green ring and a theorem of Benson and 
Carlson, see [4, Corollary 2.18.5; 5, Proposition 2.151. In this paper, we look at 
the more general situation where an Auslander-Reiten sequence for an arbitrary 
module C is tensored with M. We restrict ourselves to the case R = K being a 
field. Our result is stated in Section 3, examples are given in Section 4. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout let K be an algebraically closed field with characteristic p, and let 
G be a finite group. We assume all modules to be finitely generated. Let 2 be a 
set of subgroups of G with 1 E 2. A KG-module M is called %-projective if for 
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each indecomposable direct summand N of M there exists H E 2 such that N is 
H-projective, see [4, p.311. For a KG-module A, let S?(A) denote the ideal in 
End,,(A) containing all endomorphisms which can be factored over an %- 
projective module. The symbols @ and Horn mean tensor product and Hom- 
group over K. If X and Y are KG-modules, then X8 Y and Hom(X, Y) are 
KG-modules under diagonal action of G. For Auslander-Reiten sequences 
(= almost split sequences, AR-sequences for short), see [3]. A short exact 
sequence is called an AR-sequence up to a splitting %-projective summand if it is 
the direct sum of an AR-sequence with an exact sequence O-, P+ P@ Q 
+ Q+ 0 where P and Q are B?-projective. The symbol R means the kernel 
operator, see [3]. 
3. The main result 
For KG-modules M and C given, consider the map 
T: End,,(M) @End,,(C)-+ End,,(M 8 C) 
defined by T(cp @ $)(m @cc> = p(m)@ I/J(C). Then T is an injective K-algebra 
homomorphism. As X@ P and P@I Y are %-projective whenever P is a”-projec- 
tive, T induces a K-algebra homomorphism 
?‘:End,,(M)la”(M)@End,,(C)/%(C) 
--$ End&M @ C) la”(M @ C) . 
Theorem. Let M and C be indecomposable KG-modules, and assume C not to be 
a”-projective. Let the map T be surjective. Then M @3 C = L @ P for some 2?- 
projective module P and some L which is indecomposable not 2?-projective or 0. 
Let a : O-+ rC+ E+ C+ 0 be the AR-sequence for C. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) p does not divide dim(M); 
(ii) L # 0, and M 63 a is the AR-sequence for L up to a splitting %-projective 
summand; 
(iii) M @ a does not split. 
Proof. The proof makes use of the methods of [2] with some modifications. Note 
at first that End,,(M)/%(M) and End,,(C)lg(C) are local, hence the ring 
End,,(M @ C) la”(M @I C) is local or 0 and M @ C = L BP as desired. In the 
following lemma and in the rest of the proof we make frequently use of some 
functorial isomorphisms which are listed in [2, Section 21. 
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Lemma. (1) The natural K-isomorphism y : Hom,,(End(M) 8 C, C)+ 
Hom,,(M @ C, MB C) has the following property: Zf (Y E 2?(M @ C), then 
y-‘(a) factors over an 2?-projective module. 
(2) The natural K-isomorphism y’:Hom,,(C, End(M)@ C)+ 
Hom,,(M @ C, M @ C) has the analogous property. 
Proof. We only prove (l), the proof of (2) goes analogously. Let P be %- 
projective and czl E Hom.,(M 63 C, P), a2 E Hom,,(P, M @ C) with (Y = (Y~LY,. 
Let & be the image of (Y* under the natural K-isomorphism Hom,,(P, M ‘23 C) z 
Hom,,(Hom(M, P), C). Consider the composition of L%~ with the map 
Hom(1, a,) E Horn,, (Hom(M, M 63 C), Hom(M, P)) and the natural KG- 
isomorphism 5 : End(M) @ C G Hom(M, M @ C). Then the equality (Y = 
Y(&Hom(l, a,)6) can easily be verified. As Hom(M, P) is a”-projective, the 
assertion follows. 0 
(i) 3 (ii). 
Claim 1. C is a direct summand of End(M) @J C, and M @ C = L @ P with L 
indecomposable not %-projective and P Z-projective. 
It is well known that the trivial KG-module is a direct summand of End(M), 
since the identity of K is the composition of the KG-homomorphisms 
K-End(M), 1 -dim(M)-‘id(M), and End(M)+ K, cp + Tr(cp), Tr denoting 
the trace. Consequently, C is a direct summand of End(M) @ C. It remains only 
to show that M 8 C is not %-projective. Making use of the isomorphism 
End(M) F M*@ M (where M” = Hom(M, K)), we obtain that C is a direct 
summand of M* @3 M @ C. By assumption, C is not %-projective, hence M 63 C is 
not either, and Claim 1 is proved. 
Let a :O+ rC+ Es C-0 be the AR-sequence for C. Here, the Auslander- 
Reiten translate r coincides with 0’ [l]. Applying Hom,,(M @ C,-) to the 
sequence M @ a, one obtains an exact sequence of End,,(M @ C)-modules 
Horn&M 8 C, M @ E) - End,,(M @ C) 
:Ext:,(M@C, M@TC). 
Analogously, the application of Horn,, (-, M@TC) yields the connecting 
homomorphism 6 ’ which is an End,,(M 63 rC)-homomorphism. Note that 
6(l) = M@a = S’(l). 
We may write M @J C = L @ (Bi P,) G3 Q, where the P, are indecomposable, 
Z-projective, nonprojective, and where Q is projective. Using the convention 
0(P) = 0 whenever P is projective, we have M@TC= M@02Cs 
02(MG3C)@Q’=~(M@JC)@Q’ f or some projective Q’. Let rr, ni denote the 
projections of M 8 C on the direct summands L, P,, and let n’, r: denote the 
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projections of M @ TC on the direct summands rL, 7Pi, respectively. In Claim 4, 
we will show S(rri) = 0 for all i, making use of the %-projectivity of Pi. 
Analogously, one obtains S’(rri) = 0 for all i, because P, Z-projective implies 
-r(P,) g-projective. Hence M@ a = r(M@ u)~T’. 
Let E E Extk,(M@ C, M@ rC) be defined as the direct sum of an AR- 
sequence for L with the splitting extension of (ei Pi) @ Q by (Bi 7Pi) $ Q’. 
Then E = TEST’. It is easy to see that the socle of the End,,(M@ C)-module 
Ext&(M @J C, M 8 rC) 7~’ is simple and generated by E. Claim 3 will show that 
S(1) is in the socle of Extk,(M@ C, M@ TC)~‘, hence there is f E 
End,,(M@ C) such that M&J a = 6(l) =f. = zfm. The restriction of n-fn to L 
is invertible in End,,(L), because otherwise n-frrs = 0 which would contradict 
Claim 2. Replacing rfr by the isomorphism rrfrr + id((ei Pi) @ Q) in the 
equality M @3 a = rrfm, one obtains that M @ a is isomorphic to E, thus (ii) holds. 
In order to prove Claims 2, 3 and 4, consider the following commutative 
diagram: 





Hom,,(M@C, M@E)- Hom(l’ Imu) Hom,,(M 0 C, M @ C) 
Claim 2. 6( 1) # 0. By Claim 1, there exists a split epimorphism from 
End(M) @I C to C. It is not contained in Im(Hom(1, u)), for otherwise (T would 
split. Hence Hom(1, o) and Hom(1, 18 a) are not surjective and 6 # 0. 
Claim 3. Im(8) C Soc(Extk,(M 8 C, M @ TC)). We show equivalently 
Rad(End,,(M 8 C)) C Im(Hom(1, 1 go)). Let $i, &, . . . be a fixed K-basis of 
End,,(C) with t++ = id(C) and ICI,, . . . in Rad(End,,(C)). As T is surjective, any 
element in Rad(End,,(M 8 C)) has the form f = ci ‘pi 8 t+Qi + a for some cp, E 
End,,(M) and (Y E 2?(M’B C). Then ‘Pi @ h is contained in 
Rad(End,,(M 8 C)) modulo a”(M @I C), hence ‘pi E Rad(End,,(M)). Assume 
now f $ZIm(Hom(l, 18 a)). 0 ne can easily verify the equation y-'(f) = 
ci Tr(cp,” -)k(-) + y-‘(a), and the above diagram tells us that y-‘(f) g 
Im(Hom( 1, CT)). As u comes from an AR-sequence, y -l(f) is a split epimor- 
phism. Any element in Hom,,(C, End(M)@ C) has the form h = 
y’P1(c, $9; @(c; + cr’) f or some (p,’ E End,,(M) and cr ’ E %(M @ C). Another 
computation shows h = cj $ @ II;(-) + ~‘-‘(a’), and by assumption there is 
some element of this form such that id(C) = y-‘( f)h = c,,j Tr(cp,cpj)$i$j + /3, 
where p E Z?(C) by our lemma. From ‘pl E Rad(End,,(M)) it follows that the 
cplqj are nilpotent and have trace 0. Consequently, id(C) = c1z2, j Tr(cp,q;)$i$j + 
/3. This is a contradiction, for both summands are in Rad(End,,( C)), and Claim 
3 is shown. 
Claim 4. S(ri) = 0 for all i. Let 7ri = (Y~(Y~, where czi is the projection of M ‘23 C 
on Pi, and CQ is the injection of Pi into M 63 C. The map G2 corresponding to CQ 
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under the isomorphism Hom,,(P,, M@ C) z Hom,,(Hom(M, P,), C) is not a 
split epimorphism, because C is not %-projective. As u comes from an AR- 
sequence, there exists b E Hom,,(Hom(M, Pi), E) such that & = @?. Let p 
correspond to fi under the isomorphism Horn&P,, M @ E) z 
Hom,,(Hom(M, Pi), E). Then the equality a2 = (1@3 c)p holds, thus ri factors 
over 18 (T and 8(71;) = 0. 
This finishes the proof of (i) 3 (ii). 
(ii) + (iii). Trivial. 
(iii) 3 (i). Assume p divides dim(M). Then the trace of any isomorphism in 
End,,(M) is 0. Assume there is a split epimorphism from End(M)@ C to C. 
Again, by surjectivity of T, there exist cp,, (p,’ E End,,(M) and p E 2(C) such 
that id(C) = c i,j Tr(cp,cpj)+#j + p. Then id(C) = p E 2?(C), a contradiction. As (T 
comes from an AR-sequence, we conclude that the maps Hom( 1, g) and 
Hom(1, 163 a) are surjective. This implies 6 = 0, and M 8 a splits. 0 
4. Examples 
Example 4.1. If C = K and 22 = {l}, then T is surjective. Then the theorem 
recovers the original result concerning tensor products of modules with the 
AR-sequence for the trivial module. 
Example 4.2. Let OnM = S be a nonprojective one-dimensional KG-module for 
some II E Z. Then, for any nonprojective indecomposable module C, if we tensor 
M with the AR-sequence for C, we get the AR-sequence for the indecomposable 
module fl-“(S @ C) up to projective summands. 
Proof. Choose %‘= (1). We will write End,,(X) instead of End&X)/a”(X) in 
this case. Recall that End,,(X) g End,,(WX) for all modules X and all IZ E Z. 
Hence T is surjective iff End,,(S) @End,,(C)+ End,,(S @ C) is surjective. It 
suffices to show that T is surjective. Making use of the KG-isomorphism 
End(S) E K and the natural K-isomorphism Hom,,(S @ C, S @ C) E 
Hom,,(End(S), End(C)), we get End&S (23 C) z Horn&K, End(C)) z 
End,,(C), hence T is an isomorphism. We conclude that S @ C is indecompos- 
able and fi-“(S @ C) is the nonprojective part of M 8 C. From OEM = S we get 
an exact sequence 
(or vice versa). As p divides dim(Pj) for all i and dim(M) + c (- l)‘dim(Pi) + 
(-l)“+‘dim(S) = 0, p does not divide dim(M). Hence the theorem applies. 
Example 4.3. If M is a module with p not dividing dim(M), then the tensor 
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product of M with the AR-sequence for some module C is in general not the 
direct sum of the AR-sequences for the indecomposable nonprojective summands 
of M @ C. This is shown by the following example which is also an application of 
our theorem. 
Let char(K) = 2 and let G be the dihedral group of order 8. In the following, 
we use the notation of [4, p.181 ff.]. Let M and C be the modules of the first kind 
coming from the words ab-’ and a, respectively. Then M 8 C = C @ P, where P is 
the module of the second kind coming from the triple (abaP’b-‘, K,id). One can 
show that Klein’s 4-group is the vertex of C, and the vertex of P is the subgroup 
( g) generated by the central involution g E G. Choose 2 = { 1, ( g)}. The 
elements F( i @ I) and T( i 69 6) (where 0 # $ E Rad(End,,( C))) are not con- 
tained in %‘(M 63 C), as can easily be seen. Hence 7 is surjective. By the theorem, 
the tensor product of M with the AR-sequence of C is the AR-sequence of C up 
to an %-projective summand. Taking into account that P and KG are the only 
%-projective KG-modules and looking at the dimensions, one finds that the 
summand is 
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